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PM}LIPIINARY NOTIFICATION OF EVENT OR UNUSUAL OCCURRENCE--PNO-I-89-97
'

.This preliminary notification constitutes EARLY notice of events of POSSIBLE safety ,

cr public. interest significance. The information is as iaitially received without >,' verification or evaluation, and is basically all that is known by the Region I
-staff on this date.

Facility: Licensee Emergency Classification:
GPU Nuclear Corporation Notification of Unusual Event-

H Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station Alert
Forked River, New Jersey 08731 Site Area Emergency
Docket No. 50-219' General Emergency
GE BWR-2/ Mark I X Not Applicable

. Subject: -REACTOR FAILED TO TRIP WHEN INDICATED PARAMETER EXCEEDED TRIP SETPOINT

F :At 1:55 a.m., on December 7,.1989, while operating at 100% power, a backwashing
_

7f evolution being conducted on an isolated hotwell caused a reduction in vacuum in the
hotwell. The indicated vacuum dropped below that at which a reactor trip signal
should have been generated. The operators reduced power to 85%, restored vacuum, and
returned power to 100%.

-The pressure detector which provides indications to the main control room is separate -

from the pressure detector which provides trip signals to the reactor and turbine -
generator. The licensee has verified that the main control room detector is indicating'
properly and believes that pressure at the detector which provides the trip signals ,

n;ver reached the scram setpoint due to thermohydraulic considerations. The licensee
continues its analysis to confirm this conclusion, but has initiated action to be in
cold shutdown within 30 hours, if they cannot substantiate the conclusion.

A Region I, Section Chief is on site with _three resident inspectors, following the
event. In_ addition, an augmented inspection team is being sent to the site.

The State of New Jersey has been notified.
.
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